Sub: Delay in conduct of inspection by PCI inspectors.

Sir/Madam

With reference to the subject cited above, the decision of 99/ Central Council meeting held in June, 2016 is as under:

- It was noted that in many cases the approval process gets delayed because despite of Council’s repeated pursuance neither the inspectors are conducting the inspection nor intimating the Council about their non-availability to inspect.

- In view of above, the House unanimously resolved that in case the inspector is not in a position to accept the inspection assignment, he/she should immediately inform the same on Council’s e-mail ID maximum within 7 days of the offer letter. In the event of failure to comply with it, the name of such inspector would be deleted from the Council’s inspectors panel and banned for another 5 years for inclusion in PCI inspectors panel.

This is for your necessary action.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

ARCHANA MUDGAL
Registrar-cum-Secretary